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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document summarises the DEL4ALL community building, communication and
dissemination activities carried out in the first year of the project (1st of January 2020 - 31st of
December 2020) and outlines the future actions for the second year. The report builds upon
the DEL4ALL Community Building and Communication Strategy (D2.2) released on the 18th
of May 2020, and its set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) by providing data for each
element.
The summary tables provide a short description of the terms stated in the KPIs, and the charts
provide an overview of the DEL4ALL online media engagement metrics focusing on visitor
numbers and audience interaction on the website, social media pages, and our YouTube
channel. The document also provides an overview of our community building work, project
events organisation and attendance, and other relevant activities.
Tracking this information is essential in fine-tuning the effectiveness of a project's external
communication and dissemination strategy by assessing ,project visibility, promotion, up-take
of the DEL4ALL driven activities and digital enhanced learning projects and relevant initiatives
at European and international level.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Community building, communication, dissemination, and knowledge sharing are central to
DEL4ALL and are closely coordinated across the various work packages (WPs) to create a
cohesive plan of action for the effective engagement of all target stakeholders. DEL4ALL
content, tools, actions and services contribute to an understanding of the value of digital
learning concepts, technologies and solutions and their impact on the increasingly multidisciplinary context of education. DEL4ALL will pursue and ensure close coordination with the
EC, various ongoing relevant H2020 projects/initiatives and other relevant national and
international ones.

FIGURE 1: DEL4ALL PROJECT OUTREACH STAGES
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2 METHODOLOGY
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) were identified at the beginning of the project to set the
expected achievable qualitative and quantitative communication and dissemination targets of
DEL4ALL. In this document, we measure the progress and impact of the conducted activities
based on these metrics.
TABLE 1: DEL4ALL COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION KPIS

Measure

Flyers
Posters /
Roll-ups
Project
Website

Social
Networks

Indicators

Achieved
Target (M24)
(mid M12)

N. of flyers

1

>3

N. of posters/roll-ups
(by the end of the
project)

>3

Distribution via participation to and
organisation of dedicated events.
Electronic distribution via the project
website
News, Publications, Videos,
Newsletters, Deliverables

N. of unique website
visitors

1538

> 2500

N. of followers Twitter

227

> 1000

N. of views on videos
on YouTube
(by the end of the
project)

314

> 250

48

> 500

e-Newsletter
(published
every 3
months)

N. of subscribers
(by the end of the
project)

Videos

N. of videos published
on the
DEL4ALL YouTube
channel and average
number of views

Final
community
event (one
major event in
year 2)

Average number of
participants

11 (+13 on
the 3CL
channel)
27 average
views

Source and methodology

Maintaining activity on DEL4ALL
profiles on such networks via regular
posting, sharing of relevant content
and monitoring of third party material
for market intelligence

Recording of subscribers to the
electronic newsletter

Introduction, informative and
4 videos per
educational videos to support
year and 200
awareness creation and stakeholders’
views per video
engagement

N/A

At least 150
participants

Attendance proof, presented material,
photos, animation of social media
channels, event’s reports

Participation
in events and
presentations

Number of external
events partners
attended to present
DEL4ALL, support the
community and
increase outreach

10

At least 5
events and
presentations
*including
online events

Attendance proof, presented material,
photos, animation of social media
channels, events’ reports

Webinars (at
least 6 by the
end of the
project)

Average number of
participants

38

~ 35
participants
per webinar

Attendance proof, video-streaming,
presented material, animation of
social media channels

Expert
consultation
workshops

Number of
workshops* engaging
experts on WP3
1
activities
*Either online or offline

3 with at least
30 participants
for each event

Presentations, informative and
promotional material, reports
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3 COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION
The DEL4ALL communication and dissemination activities, including the content developed,
tools, actions and services, directly support the objectives of Digital Europe. All our activities
are geared towards the creation of value out of the digital learning offering and accelerating
the optimum use of relevant digital technologies, for instance, by creating visibility for best
practices and lessons learned related to education technology and promoting collaboration
and synergies between DEL stakeholders.
The main communication and dissemination channels of DEL4ALL are the following:
•

Web portal

•

Twitter account

•

YouTube channel

•

Newsletter

•

Events

•

Promotional materials

•

Resources1

The following sections describe the communication channels and community development
activities carried out in the first year of the project. The values included in the charts and tables
are the latest statistics for each communication and dissemination platform. Due to the
Christmas break, M12 values represent all statistics measured until the 31st of December
2020.

3.1 DEL4ALL WEB PORTAL
The DEL4ALL project web portal (www.del4all.eu) is a fully functional web portal that contains
comprehensive information on the DEL4ALL aims, objectives and results. It provides easy
access to its users about the project's publicly available materials and information on the
project activities gathered from the various work packages. The page was created on the 1st
of December 2019, and until the first official year of the project the website reached 1538
unique users, and 5243 page views.
TABLE 2: DEL4ALL WEBSITE VISITS BY PROJECT PERIOD

1

Criteria

Month 6

Month 12

Number of users

766

1538

Number of page views

2453

5243

Average time of visit

00:01:47

00:02:00

See on page 15.
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FIGURE 2: DEL4ALL WEBSITE VISITS BY PROJECT PERIOD

3.2 DEL4ALL TWITTER ACCOUNT
DEL4ALL uses Twitter, as it is a very dynamic social network that covers the news in real-time
at a global level. The project's Twitter account is promoting and disseminating the development
of DEL4ALL, including news, events, outcomes, etc. During the first official year of the project,
DEL4ALL reached 227 followers.
TABLE 3: DEL4ALLTWITTER USAGE BY PROJECT PERIOD

Criteria

Month 6

Month 12

Number of followers

152

227

Tweet impression

53.2k

32.2k

FIGURE 3: : DEL4ALLTWITTER USAGE BY PROJECT PERIOD
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3.3 DEL4ALL YOUTUBE CHANNEL
DEL4ALL maintains a YouTube channel to disseminate the DEL4ALL vision, concepts, and
objectives by sharing project videos, such as interviews, recorded project events with the
project's YouTube subscribers, engaged stakeholders and the public. The DEL4ALL YouTube
channel has 314 views and includes 11 videos (+13 hosted on the 3CL YouTube channel).
TABLE 4: DEL4ALL YOUTUBE CHANNEL USAGE BY PROJECT PERIOD

Criteria

Month 6

Month 12

Number of subscribers

3

4

Impressions

299

1723

Number of views

199

314

Watch hours

8

14

FIGURE 4: DEL4ALL YOUTUBE CHANNEL USAGE BY PROJECT PERIOD

3.4 DEL4ALL NEWSLETTER
DEL4ALL produces e-Newsletters quarterly and it provides regular updates on the project's
findings, results, future events, as well as news from project partners and stakeholders upon
subscription and news availability. All DEL4ALL e-Newsletters are uploaded to the project
website. DEL4ALL produced three (3) newsletters in the first year of the project period.
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TABLE 5: DEL4ALL NEWSLETTER OUTREACH BY EDITIONS

Issue 1

Issue 2

Issue 3

July 2020

Oct 2020

Mid Dec 2020

No. of subscribers

27

40

48

Total of opens

11

18

20

Total clicks on links

6

5

2

Criteria

FIGURE 5: DEL4ALL NEWSLETTER OUTREACH BY EDITIONS

3.5 DEL4ALL EVENTS
DEL4ALL organised and attended a number of events aiming to promote and communicate all
relevant information of the project. Events are increasing the project´s visibility and
strengthening the network of the DEL4ALL stakeholders.
DEL4ALL held three (3) webinars and a workshop during the first year of the project, attended
two (2) events organised by the European Commission, and participated in four (4) external
webinars. We held a webinar (18 June 2020) on Navigating digital learning during COVID-19,
where we introduced our DEL4ALL Technology vs. Education Matrix and the thinking behind
it. Following this, DEL4ALL hosted an online workshop (9 July 2020), with the participation of
digital education experts to discuss the digital learning challenges and opportunities and to get
the best from the available education technology. In addition, we organised an interactive
discussion session with our digital education experts (7 October 2020) to reflect on the lessons
learned during the COVID-19 pandemic to adapt to the new education reality.
On the 25th of November 2020 we organised a “Common flagships projects for blockchain and
education in the European Union” webinar, where we discussed the EBSI, Europass and EDCI
© 2020-2022 DEL4ALL Consortium
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projects within the context of rapidly-changing digital education systems. The panel also
explored opportunities the technologies provide to rethink lifelong learning cycles, personal
learning pathways, micro and stacking credentials, sources of trust and student mobility
through self-sovereign records.
TABLE 6: DEL4ALL EVENT ATTENDANCE

Name

Location

Date

Type

Partner

LEARNTEC 2020

Karlsruhe, Germany

28-30-Jan-20

External

FIT

Workshop on Digital Education

Brussels, Belgium

3-4-March-20

EC

OU

Online

18-June-20

DEL4ALL

OU

DEL4ALL Workshop: Lessons learned from
COVID-19

Online

9-July-20

DEL4ALL

3CL

Workshop on European digital education
platforms

Online

24-Sep-20

EC

MAR

DEL4ALL webinar: Adapting to the new
COVID-19 education reality

Online

7-Oct-20

DEL4ALL

3CL

8th International Conference on Future
Learning and Informatics

Online

20-Oct-20

External

3CL

LearnML - Connected Learning & the
Education Crisis

Online

3-Nov-20

External

3CL

eLearning SUMMIT United Kingdom

Online

19-Nov-20

External

FIT

Online

25-Nov-20

DEL4ALL

3CL

DEL4ALL webinar: Navigating
learning during COVID-19

DEL4ALL webinar:
Credentials webinar

EBSI

and

digital

Digital

3.6 DEL4ALL PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
Immediately after the project kick-off meeting in January 2020 DEL4ALL designed a project
flyer and distributed it at the LEARNTEC 2020 that took place in January 2020. We also
created a flyer for our planned face to face workshop for September 2020 in Valletta, Malta.
However, the current pandemic crisis led us to reschedule the event for July 2020. Therefore,
we were unable to distribute the flyers. All DEL4ALL printed promotional materials are outlining
the project’s general design, including the project logo, the EU flag & acknowledgment, along
with the DEL4ALL website and the social media links displayed.

FIGURE 6: DEL4ALL WORKSHOP FLYER
© 2020-2022 DEL4ALL Consortium
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FIGURE 7: DEL4ALL GENERAL DESIGN

During the first year of the DEL4ALL project we have created e-publications, news items and
videos to promote and summarise each of our events, surveys and reports.
The materials are all available on the DEL4ALL social media page, and on the project website
under the following links:
•

Events

•

News

•

Reports

•

Videos

3.7 DEL4ALL RESOURCES
All the outputs of the DEL4ALL project, such as public deliverables, white papers, and reports
have been published on the DEL4ALL website to ensure the accessibility, broad reach and
increased adoption of digital learning concepts and technologies in Europe.
•

Publications

•

Deliverables

FIGURE 8: : DEL4ALL PUBLICATIONS
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FIGURE 9: DEL4ALL PUBLIC DELIVERABLES
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4 COMMUNITY BUILDING
The DEL4ALL community building and communication strategy (WP2) provides promotional
support for the project’s community building work (WP3). Within this task, DEL4ALL consults
and engages experts from a multidisciplinary perspective (such as legal, organisational, and
technological) while targeting different stakeholder domains, e.g. education, research,
technology, and standardisation. Engaged experts are the representatives from the various
disciplines and domains in the DEL4ALL experts’ group.
We have engaged sixty eight (68) experts so far and most of them participated in our webinars
and a workshop as attendees or panel speakers. Experts also responded to our three (3)
surveys helping our work to identify challenges, opportunities, best practices, research
questions and use cases regarding emerging technologies. The main result of the experts’
engagement is the Expert Catalogue with the mapping between experts and learning contexts.
Therefore, we have collected data about experts’ expertise and background, created userprofiles and mapped 68 user profiles to 39 learning contexts from a multidisciplinary
perspective.
The analysis of the user profiles has resulted in the identification of 39 learning contexts, being
different in terms of the learning setting and learning activity, pedagogical framework, learner
and teacher types, and other actor types, e.g. policymaker, educational institutions. The data
model for experts’ profile representation has been developed in strong collaboration with WP1
and is derived from the Technology vs Education Matrix.

4.1 DEL4ALL SURVEYS
To meet the demand for reflecting on the key actions of the European Commission in
advancing digital transformation for Europe’s economy and society, DEL4ALL conducted
several surveys during the COVID-19 crisis as part of WP3, where the DEL4ALL community
building and communication strategy (WP2) also provided online promotion. We distributed an
online survey (2 June 2020 – 17 June 2020) among digital education experts to summarise
the digital learning challenges and opportunities during the COVID-19 emergency. DEL4ALL
conducted its second survey (16 July 2020 – 11 Sep 2020) on the theme of “Challenges and
opportunities presented by the current COVID-19 emergency for higher education institutions
and stakeholders”. To identify research questions, use cases, best practices, and tools within
the area of Digital Enhanced Learning, DEL4ALL ran a third survey (9 Nov 2020 - 6 Dec 2020)
to collect this information from our expert community.

4.2 DEL4ALL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNITY
BUILDING
As part of our stakeholder engagement and community building we identified four hundred
forty four (466) initiatives, projects, NGOs, research organisations, technology providers,
innovators and live online communities to inform, solicit and engage participation, planned
activities. The collected data will feed into the DEL4ALL Online Aggregator, an online space where
visitors can search and identify relevant information on DEL research, tools and organisations etc.
As part of the DEL4ALL community building and communication strategy (WP2) we planned to
create an online space incorporated to the Online Aggregator, where participants will be
encouraged to interact with each other and hold open discussions about their common
interests, objectives, work, etc.

© 2020-2022 DEL4ALL Consortium
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4.3 DEL4ALL EXPERT INTERVIEWS
DEL4ALL partners conducted several interviews related to WP3, engaging key stakeholders,
policy makers and representatives from all the domains of the DEL ecosystems. The DEL4ALL
community building and communication strategy (WP2) used these videos to promote our
project work on the DEL4ALL website and YouTube channel.
TABLE 7: DEL4ALL INTERVIEWS LIST

Name

Date

Partner

Eva Poxleitner, Fraunhofer Academy

14-May-20

FIT

Christoph Bretgeld, Co-Founder & Director of Strategy,
SkillLab

22-June- 20

3CL

Dorothea Kugelmeier, Fraunhofer FIT, Fraunhofer
Personnel Certification Authority

24-June- 20

FIT

Dr. Joshua Ellul, Director of the Centre for Distributed
Ledger Technologies, University of Malta

30-June-20

3CL

Natalie Smolenski, Head of Business Development,
Hyland Credentials

7-July-20

3CL

16-July-20

3CL

John Domingue, Professor of Computer Science, Open
University

23-July-20

3CL

Klaus
Conrad,
Technology

6-Aug-20

3CL

Dr. Paul Comyn, Senior Skills & Employability Specialist
at International Labour Organization (ILO)

7-Oct-20

3CL

Dr. Glib Konotop, Business Development Director,
Unicsoft

26-Oct-20

3CL

Dr Zoe Badcock, IB Diploma Programme Coordinator,
International School of Zug and Luzern

28-Oct-20

MAR

Dr. Stefano Gualeni, Associate Professor, Institute of
Digital Games, University of Malta
Dr Iro Voulgari, Postdoctoral Researcher, Institute of
Digital Games, University of Malta

Managing

© 2020-2022 DEL4ALL Consortium
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5 ACTION PLAN 2021
Our next year's activities will include possible collaboration with the Digital Learning Incubators,
but also with the ongoing NGI projects and other relevant initiatives like the EU Blockchain
Observatory and Forum. Organisation of knowledge ateliers and a world café session if
possible in co-location with major related events, such as the LEARNTEC 2021, Didacta 2021,
EAIE 2021 and others focusing on thematic DEL aspects. Organisation of thematic workshops,
webinars, stakeholder interviews on specifically selected topics to facilitate dialogue,
involvement, and exchange of materials and experiences. Organisation of challenge prizes
within the community for different categories of stakeholders, from younger to older
generations for which the in-kind reward is offered in terms of knowledge tokens and learning
experiences shared on the DEL4ALL Online Aggregator.
The website will launch in the first quarter of 2021, aligned to the Safer Internet Day (9 February
2021) and will be advertised via our electronic media channels, events and direct emails to our
DEL4ALL expert community. Moreover, DEL4ALL will organise its major community event, the
DEL4ALL conference, at the end of the project. This final community conference aims to
showcase the overall outcomes of the DEL4ALL project, gathering as many target
stakeholders as possible. It will present the best practices of DEL related initiatives and discuss
topics about and beyond the state-of-the-art on how technologies are integrated in education.
In addition, the event will also have a forward-looking theme, debating the outlook of future
opportunities and policies on DEL.
The following table summarises our planned events for 2021, specifying the dates for each
quarter of the year.
TABLE 8: DEL4ALL EVENT PLAN 2021

Event type

Event title

Quarter

Partner

Thematic workshop

The future of digital credentials

Q1

FIT

Thematic workshop

How AI can change student learning success

Q1

3CL

Didacta

Trade fair for education and training

Q1

EXT

Webinar

Introduction to the Online Aggregator

Q1

OU

Thematic workshop

Inspiring and teaching science using AR

Q2

FIT

Webinar

World cafe - Women in science - emerging
technologies

Q2

3CL

LEARNTEC 2021

The digital learning fair

Q2

EXT

Workshop

DEL4ALL workshop on LearnTech 2021

Q2

ALL

Webinar

Using gaming and IoT technology in education

Q3

3CL

Thematic workshop

Surveillance technologies in education

Q3

OU

EAIE

32nd Annual EAIE Conference and Exhibition

Q3

EXT

Workshop

DEL4ALL final workshop

Q4

ALL

Conference

DEL4ALL conference

Q4

ALL
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6 CONCLUSIONS
DEL4ALL was originally aimed at promoting collaboration, best practice, and resilience by
coordinating stakeholders and developments across Europe in the Digital Education field via
personal meetings at national- and international events. However, the current COVID-19
pandemic led us to quickly adapt to the new way of living and to move our community building,
know-how sharing, and networking activities online. We are still uncertain of how COVID-19
will affect our planned activities for the second year of the project, but we foresee that most of
our events will remain online. Our main workshops, webinars, and a world cafe session will be
conducted by using online tools in the coming year unless traveling guidelines will significantly
change and allow us to meet in person. Our goal is to target educational institutions for widescale take-up of effective digital content and platforms including personalised learning
solutions (e.g. based on AI and data analytics) also in view of developing pedagogical
approaches, learning environments, and organisational developments, while ensuring the
respect for fundamental rights, and notably the rights to privacy and data protection.
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